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*All the furore about Iran is nothing to do with nuclear weapons and everything to do 

with black market oil. That deal pays the head imam in iran, bibi, bush and Saudi aramco. 

Has been going on for years and they split profits on 25 dollar a Barrel oil, For last 20 

years. 90% of world's oil is sold black market at 25 a barrel or less, The fictional price we 

see on commodities market, is so they can drive up the price of food and gas etc for the 

consumer, The whole market is rigged. 

 

Even though they get it so cheap at $25 per barrel and selling at $50 and above, now they 

only want to steal the oil for free. Appears that just over 100% profit margin isn't enough 

for these people and also appears that bibi got cut out of the last Iranian oil deal. oops  

 

*Reason why full military hasn't moved yet, is because their our still clowns stuck up 

backside of Pindar is why, those people need to realize who pays their wages and which 

country they belong to or step down, and quickly as their time in control is coming to an 

end whether they like that fact or not. 

 

*UK proposed to many African countries to become part of the Commonwealth, The 

ones who are not currently. The ones who are are being asked to Renew. This is because 

their agreements all expired end of last year and this of course is not being told to the 

African leaders who went to meeting in uk. 

 

They are trying to make their currency the British pound, Zimbabwe being one of them. 

 

Like switching one for other, this has a number of issues for different people, 1. The 

African countries would be rolled into The Crown and Rothschilds 2. Their assets also 

would come under the Commonwealth and shared wealth, yeah right you all know how 

that works by now, we share our wealth with them, they collect it and use it against us, 

and also fail to disseminate it back to the people. and 3. This will leave numbers of 

people stuck with Zim notes, like we have told the RV people you can forget your pay 

outs from Chinese elders/Rothschilds, these people or entities have never and I repeat 

never given us anything back for our labor and toil, except minimum wage or some other 

negligent amount, whilst they take the cream, of course they always have hidden clauses 

in the contracts as well, you can guarantee that, and the hidden clause for the African 

countries is you will be signed up for 499 years, why that you ask, same duration as the 

MWHT is why. Only one is trying to develop and enhance all countries and it's people, 

and one is trying to continue to collect all the wealth and subsequently wipe us out.  

 

*Echelon aka 5 eyes which is being ran out of Australia, is still spying on Americans and 

also trying to siphon funds, this is being addressed currently. For those unaware of 5 eyes 
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which is actually 9, unlike a cat that has 9 lives this type of spy has 9 eyes, they all spy on 

each others country and disseminate the intel to each other, as this gets around laws of 

spying in your own country. I will have more in a future show of how many back doors 

they have created in absolutely everything, and yes it is sad and also hurtful they are 

spending so much to hack and spy on us, but you know what? It means they are very 

insecure people who are basically terrified of us, if only everyone believed that and acted 

upon it.  

 

*Following last weeks announcement of the sale of the UN and all it's subsidiaries, there 

is a lot of meetings going on request of UN IMF World bank, we are Waiting to hear 

outcome of them. 

 

*Tank did a piece last week highlighting why Trump and team have not yet acted upon 

and administered sovereignty and handed over the fed to the government? This is an 

ongoing problem due to in part apathy and also a lack of direction, with a healthy dose of 

fear thrown into the mix. I still think we may need a total outsider to operate as the figure 

head of this or any other country for that matter. The off world entity known as M is no 

more, yet these psychopaths, programmed followers carry on like he is, we need someone 

in place that is not based in commerce as that is riddled in fraud, corruption, bribery and 

coercion, or military also riddled in fraud, corruption, bribery and coercion but an added 

humanity disaster card of them at the top end being riddled with fear and a total lack of 

compassion, empathy or basic common sense, and yet so often in many countries these 

programmed zombies are operating a world of blindness where the people only matter if 

they fight their unsane wars or pay taxes. Of course the military is set up and trained as 

followers from bottom end soldier all the way up the ranks, and yet people expect 

followers who are told not to think, just follow orders and do as we say, go through a 

range of drug and chemical testing like guinea pigs, to then suddenly come out and lead a 

country? yes General Dunford, Ham, McMaster etc will come out and save our country, 

like bollox they will. 

 

* Maggie Lindsy Haberman is an American journalist who is a White House 

correspondent for The New York Times and a political analyst for CNN. She previously 

worked for Politico and the New York Daily News, where she was a political reporter. 

Linked with Pedosta, Maria Abrahamovic, Obama, Ann and Huma, along with James 

Alefantis the pizza man himself. Also linked is Alison Mack of Smallville fame who was 

a recruiter for the cult we exposed last summer Nxium Obama is being linked and also 

been photographed with same young girl who was around 10 at the time named Maggie 

Nixon, same girl set up a gofundme to flee to Thailand following in her words spending 

my days in an intensive outpatient program for severe depression, self harm, and many 

other personal issues. I dont think fleeing to Thailand which is well known for underage 

prostitution right Mr Keenan? well help her position, given she is from a rich family it 
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begs the question why the gofundme. Anyway Maggie Nixons mum is Mary Nixon who 

is the daughter of Hollywood producer Angela Nixon who died 2 years ago, and 

remembered for the series One life to live and the now worrying title All of my children, 

so Mary who is Maggies mother and is also associated with James Alefantis. Another 

link in this is Jennifer Joanou who was a successful fashion designer in Los Angeles, 

which is significant aka Hollywood reasons, then gave it up and moved to new york to do 

photography and looking at her website, what some would describe borders on exposure 

of naked children, with latent symbology in the pictures.  

 

*I did a piece about Ann joining a coven recently and decided to get some deeper details 

of this, there is 3 CEO's listed for The Wing group, that my intuition feels is another 

Nxium style all womens group and possibly linked to comet ping pong as well. Audrey 

Gelman was first I looked into and came across the quote at a political event for NY 

comptroller election between Scott Stringer and Eliot Spritzer back in 2013, begs the 

question as to why she is knee deep in political circles, when The Wing project which 

happened to pull in $240M in donations at the launch, and here is why. Commenting on 

the event was Howard Wolfson, a Democratic strategist who was Ms. Gelman’s boss 

when she worked as a junior aide during Hillary Clinton’s 2008 presidential run. By 

2008, she was so anxious to prove her mettle that she left Oberlin after her sophomore 

year to work on Hillary Clinton’s presidential campaign. “She was my hero,” Ms. 

Gelman said of Ms. Clinton. “I would have given up all my worldly possessions just to 

work on that campaign.” Ms. Gelman is also very close friends of Lena Dunham. So we 

have Weinstein, Nxium, The Wing all female group allegedly celebrating womens power, 

well if their example of womens power is Hillary Clinton they can stick their female 

power where the sun dont shine, Broward county Florida, necker island and richard 

branson, epstein island, backpage.com, The Bronfman sisters, Laura Salzman, Maria 

Abramovitch, Maggie Nixon, her mother Mary, Obama, Pedosta, Ann, Huma, Haiti and 

Red Cross all interconnected and all one giant cesspool of depravity. 

 

*Tank from projectspeak.net laid out what happened to the little girl filleted and how 

easily she ended up in that position due over active and insensitive cops, predatory social 

workers, closed shop foster carers and psychopathic so called elites or the even more 

ridiculous term famous, famous for what? being a bunch a vacuous pratts. Anyway he put 

this at the end of his piece and copped some flak from the usual easily offended victim 

status whiners, But the most profound aspect of this great American tragedy is that we all 

know and do nothing. To me there is nothing wrong with that statement, 10's of 

thousands are now aware of it but what are they actually doing about it? We have 

exposed it and certain authorities have the capacity to research it themselves and act upon 

it, NYPD has had that filleting video for 2 years and what have they done? 
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*All juicy drama laid out by the portal people for the benefit of synths and their world, 

Trump slept with porn actress continues and Bill Cosby back in court and found guilty, 

all very well except there are 2 people walking amongst double or cloned or not who 

filleted a childs face and did unspeakable acts all whilst she was still alive and the portal 

people remain silent, it is our role to force the issue, bombard CNN, MSNBC, Fox and 

other portal people stations and demand they put that information out, this is something 

everyone can do, if you can post on FB you can post on news channels. the sound of 

silence 

 

*Heard rumors which is all it is at this point of building a wall around Manhatton NY, 

rather plays into the piece I did last week about selective areas for them, not us. If you 

want to build a wall I hear there is a nazi base in virginia that fits that rather well, build 

wall and pour in the concrete would be a nice solution for us, not them. 

 

*So Rudy Guilliani joins Trump legal team, will it whitewash Guillianis role in 

coordinating the removal of steel to sell to Chinese, human parts included during the first 

day of 9/11? Mayor Giuliani oversaw the illegal destruction of the 9/11 crime scene and 

is criminally liable for the deaths of hundreds of emergency workers for not passing on 

prior warnings about the collapses of the Twin Towers. It is no wonder, then, that the Fire 

Department of New York so passionately detest Giuliani for his actions in disgracing 

their fallen brothers and covering up the 9/11 crime. As Erik Lawyer, founder of 

Firefighters for 9/11 Truth points out, the massive operation to haul away over 1.5 

million tons of debris and to sell much of the steel to Chinese firm Baosteel at discount 

prices was not just an overzealous approach to clearing the area, but was itself a crime. 

This all took place instead of looking for injured or dead people. Guilliani also had built a 

purpose built bunker in building 7 for such an event at a cost then of $13M, known as the 

Guilliani bunker, where was Guilliani when it unfolded Pier 92 why? because he said that 

he was told the towers are going to collapse, except never warned the cities emergency 

response teams. There better be a good reasoning behind this move and fairly quickly, or 

any hopes pinned towards Trump doing the right thing will disappear from this host, it 

could be the strategy plan I put forward last month, and if that's the case then all is well. 

Like I have repeatedly said I don't trust politicians per se any of them, they have no 

history of doing anything for the people, I'm more interested in actions than personalities, 

the key is are they operating for and by the people? That has to be are only mode of 

operation in the alt media. I have asked is Trump arsing us around and answer came back 

as NO. 

 

*First off before I do this piece I want to make it abundantly clear there is nothing wrong 

or bad about being a Muslim, same applies to Jewish also, what I have issues with is the 

control system using those labels and politicizing it and using it as an agenda against 

same said peoples and others. HUMA was started in 2004 by a number of interested 
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alumni who felt that the Muslim Alumni community could be strengthened by an official 

organization. It was also envisioned to support the longterm goal of providing for a 

Muslim Chaplain on campus and seeing the development of a Masjid in the Harvard 

Square are. Currently with over 300 members, spanning various school and years, 

HUMA is a vibrant and active alumni organization. "The mission of Harvard University 

Muslim Alumni (HUMA) is to connect Harvard Muslim alumni and faculty and thereby 

to support Islam and Muslims at Harvard." question is is Huma Abedin a stage name? 

 

*Some of you will remember me referencing a group known as The White Helmets 

(helmets being the operative word, those in UK will get that meaning more) many where 

saying these are the group formerly known as white hats, and my comment was yes 

pointy white hats. Well a report has come out of how much this group has generated via 

certain funding from 2016 to tune of upwards of $123M having received funds via US 

state dept, 3 branches of UK govt, german, dutch,danish, qatar, japan, crowd funding, 

website donations for services in Syria, but 2 key aspects of this report that jumped out 

all the money was being funneled via a Dutch NGO company called Mayday Rescue, 

may day is the beltaine festival ritual the psychopaths carry out and also The White 

Helmets received $2.4M from a fund known as Jo Cox, Jo cox was the MP in the UK 

who was shot and stabbed multiple times to death 2 years ago, by a guy with usual triple 

barreled name for these events Thomas Alexandre Mair, Mair is a derivative of the 

germanic name Mayer or Maier, Thomas according to authorities was known check as 

having mental health disorders and also was a Neo Nazi. go figure and suddenly people 

begin to see the connections, they are all there if ya look close enough. 

 

*Breeding comment it is common for the immigrants in particular to have more children, 

this is a known fact and you can try to make out rogue connotations out of everything, 

and that is the problem for society in the west, everyone takes offence at far too much, 

this is a direct strategy brought out by the controllers of this world called political 

correctness, you only have to look at the term to realize it wasn't something beneficial, as 

since when has politic ever brought we the people benefits. I warned when this came out 

in the 90's this was not designed to be nice or considerate to blacks, as that was the focus 

of it at the time in the UK, but to stifle discourse and good old fashioned of calling it 

what it is, an example of how stupid it was, because calling it as it is was known the in 

the UK of calling a spade a spade, that got banned as it was deemed a negative reference 

to blacks, why? because of the term black as an ace of spades, so because you are black 

you are connecting dots and making out you are a spade in derogatory way because of a 

card suit? shall we ban poker then? i mean how far does this level of stupidity go. Cant 

say the term black, look it went from negro (which means black) to colored, to black 

which then offended the Chinese, Asians, Non africans and brown people as they didnt 

consider themselves black, so now you have what they want, everyone arguing, and the 

people themselves with massive chips on the shoulders carry the policy out, we are pretty 
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stupid of how easily we fall for their divisive agendas. So the term nigger which is a 

derivative of negro which in case you forget does mean black, this is the stupidity of it, 

you are denying a fact that you are of a particular color, the same color you parade as 

black lives matter, of course they do, but so does everybody elses, obviously the term 

nigger was banned, but selectively banned as blacks still often refer to each other as 

nigger, you only have to listen to some of their music for that, so if it is so derogatory 

why is it still being used within their own communities? Is that not going against what the 

black people get so offended by? and therein lies the problem, we go round and round in 

circles deliberately looking for faults and mistakes in others by deeds or words, we forget 

to enjoy life and fight for real justice, harmony and collectiveness. And if you are 

offended by this piece, you have lost yourself into a program and have become part of the 

problem not the solution. I could spend the whole show giving examples of what you 

really should be offended by, but preselected thought patterns surrounding words is not 

one all of us should be displaying. We had a term in England that was used frequently for 

the Irish Catholics, they breed like rabbits, of course that is now deemed offensive, but 

lets break it down, they copulated a lot is that a positive or a negative? that produced 

more children is it a positive or a negative to bring children into the world? because I 

thought that was the point of being a family and a mother, so the gist is the Irish catholics 

had sex a lot and produced more children and that is deemed as negative? So the term 

breeding is linked with animals, and so in the liberal political correct world that is 

offensive, fine then lets ban the word education as that means training of animals, or lets 

ban the term human as that means monster, dont believe me? go and look up the 

etymology of those words. Why are people not up in arms about those terms and ask why 

are they being used in society? and more importantly who created those terms, now there 

is something to get really offended by. The other policy of bringing in immigrants is 

because the west in itself cannot sustain the ponzi financial scam they have brought about 

with an average of 1.1 children, their whole scheme relies on 2.3 children per family, so it 

was a direct policy of the west to bring in immigrants particularly black and latinos, but 

also Catholics who have more children to prop up their system. Make areas poor, then 

force people out of natural habit, war also plays a role in this, and so called disaster 

events natural or otherwise also plays into this agenda. Ya see that like the ouro borous 

they chewed off from both ends in attempts to desecrate the family, of which feminism 

played a huge role, the explosion of rhetoric, promotion of and rules also all designed 

around the homosexuality theme these were all direct policies, and yet it had the effect of 

drastically reducing the child rate in the westernized countries, you see many examples of 

this chewing at both ends, without the foresight of seeing that has a direct action on 

something else, it creates an imbalance in nature, and nature always finds a way of 

correcting imbalance. I get offended at people who get offended at offensive remarks, 

that were not really that offensive but people take offence, as they are offended by 

everything potentially offensive, which has not really offended anyone until they take 

offence at it! This type of unsanity has to stop if we are to progress forward, a spade is a 
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spade or a shovel and only the under educated (and i use that term loosely given most of 

the world has been under educated) would see that as a negative term. 

 

*Pledges to the trust and how it works. 

 

Solutions section or proposals that go out into the essence to be absorbed, first up as it is 

important to us all who listen to this show and many others, I would like to propose to 

Mr. Trump a dedicated Truth Channel prime time tv not using celebrities and so called 

stars or coven promoted goons within our community, but average people in the 

alternative community to be recognized for their role in exposing this truth push, and 

subsequent exposure of rogue elements, without all of us deciding something is clearly 

not right with this world, and then finding it was correct, and took steps to learn and 

expose it all, controllers would have wiped us all out by now, and continued on with their 

transhumanism agenda. I think most of us are getting tired of learning and trying to 

discern the truth, who is telling the truth and who is deflecting or diverting it, why do so 

few allow you to challenge their narrative, and so with that in mind I propose a prime 

time show dedicated to the whole truth of what actually took place, with no more if's or 

buts, so how can this be achieved? Well, first off the President would have to lower all 

levels of secrecy currently above his level, down to Presidential level, this is what JFK 

did with Khruschev back in November of 1963, he died 12 days later, that way all 

documents can be released to the team of paid researchers to go through the relevant 

paperwork and correlate it into a narrative for the show. So a team of researchers would 

be required and a number of speakers to deliver the information for the shows. There 

could be different topics each week, lets say the first show is did we go to the moon or 

not, and all the papers proving it or all the papers showing how it was staged, would be 

delivered to the team and then organized into a show, at the end of that show, there would 

be no more doubts of whether we did or didn't, and in essence that would tick off that 

particular subject of the list, if yes,it could lead into spin off shows of what we 

encountered there, what and who was already there, any structures and what is on the 

dark side of the moon and why is it only facing one way to us. Subject 2 could be who 

really killed JFK, that will soil quite a few peoples underpants in the agencies no doubt, 

but this is the Truth Channel and the truth is what will be delivered, no matter how 

uncomfortable. This would provide so much more clarity for us to move forward, no 

more come and buy my plagiarized books or attend my conferences on bs'ery, truth is 

what many seek but too few want to walk through, that has to change going forward, to 

avoid repeating mistakes of the past, the people need full transparency of it, to then go 

forward with a much clearer picture than we face now. 

 

Proposal 2 what if there was a reorganization to do with banks and mortgages that would 

make it fair to most, beneficial to many and a small number on the face of it would lose 

out, technically the richest 8% of the world, would you subscribe to that? Here is a 
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possible solution to western world housing crisis, we are all now getting tired of the 

deliberate boom and bust, and yes some may have gained from the booms, but far too 

many lost from the controlled bust. Here is an example of what they have done with the 

financials and this applies to all forms of credit, they had installed a boom and bust of 

around every 7 years, during the boom years the credit released was exorbitant and 

people borrowed like crazy as its boom time, once they had ensnared sufficient in credit 

or debt, they busted it, increased lending rates that were much lower when credit was 

available, and everything collapsed particularly homes, leaving many in over their heads 

or with homes in negative equity, this is what they did and kept repeating and yet we 

were too ignorant to see for far too long. But once the Trust stopped the sieving of capital 

out of the trust in 2007 and they could no longer use the trust for their own gains, what 

was left was a whole heap of assets well over leveraged and nothing much of real value 

to garner, this is why we ended up with the recession, and despite so many so called 

financial experts that's a misnomer in and of itself, as real transactions are or were not 

made public, so how you can become an expert on what is basically an illusion is beyond 

me, Wall St, markets, currencies and mineral prices are all the illusion. So, I hope that 

gives you a background on it, and I would like to throw out into the aether an idea that 

would work so well for so many people, so here it is. What if we ended house boom and 

bust and made all homes affordable to the many but preferably the all. So my suggestion 

is make all house prices based on the cost to build it plus 10% builders cost, reviews for 

improvements to homes like additions, pool, garages can be adjudicated but rigid in price 

range. So lets say your home cost $100k to build plus 10% builders fee, so home is 

$110K in value and yet you have bought it for $250K but if the new mortgage is dropped 

to $110K that makes it not only more affordable but the extra money in your pocket then 

goes into extra spending money in your own community which helps others. Yes I can 

hear some complaining now that doesn't help me I have paid off my house, or mortgage 

is now less than $110K and so that is not helping me, there is your answer me, me, me, 

that has to stop that attitude and thinking stream going forward, eventually this would 

help the all in some way or other. With homes in that range of $100-150K build cost it 

allows so many others to be able to afford homes for themselves, that is helping the all, 

homes $250K and upward are excessive and designed to trap you in cycle of debt, where 

your mortgage becomes all consuming of your capital at the expense of living, you now 

exist to only keep up with the Jones but in essence feed the debt cycle that has consumed 

many of us. Yes there is some pitfalls to this program as people who have paid off homes 

and expecting to sell it for say $300K and now price is worth $100-150K but if you take 

the self out of it, think of all the people who have lost their homes due to deliberately 

engineered excessive prices, the reality of which if the current system continues, you 

would end up losing yours as well. I have heard of people losing their homes who are on 

time with payments, but the banks never dispersed the escrow monies, and in some states 

none payment of property taxes can cost you your home. Another issue is think of all the 

extra costs that parents have absorbed and yes I know you do it because its your children, 
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but keeping children in their home until their late 20's or even in their 30's or 40's in some 

cases, that is not fair on the parents and what is worst, is damaging to the children, that 

they are still under the control of parents and have not set on their own journey of 

discovery, enabling lack of personal responsibility, we all see in so many of the youth 

today, this is the main reason why. Think of all the homeless who have no homes, in 

essence arent the children still stuck under the helicopter parents also homeless? in an 

overview way, many use homes as a pension scheme for old age or something to pass on 

to their children, how are the children stuck in their parents homes going to achieve that 

for themselves? this generation will end that line of actions, as less youths are buying 

homes. It would also helps the local councils as the vast quantity of homes vacant and 

subsequently they are not receiving property taxes for on time, impacts their ability to 

meet the needs of running that area, suddenly with reduced prices many of the children 

and people stuck in rentals, which these days is well more than the cost of a mortgage, 

suddenly the housing market would really pick up, banks, mortgage companies, brokers, 

sellers and maintenance people would all see a huge increase in work. Think of the article 

I did in the last show, about the explosion in certain regions around the world where they 

are pricing average folk out of whole regions of the country, in essence creating their own 

enclaves, this plan would reverse that type of nonsense. so suddenly a home in CA 

instead of being $675K homes, their value would be $125-175K which makes homes 

available to a majority again, but the people with mortgages on those homes would see 

their mortgages drastically reduced and would offset future costs against costs already 

paid, so there is a bit of we lose but we also gain as well. But those with the $1M plus 

homes would have biggest reduction in home value, but for many with homes in that 

range have in some cases bucked the system and or abused it. So their mortgages would 

be reduced to $125-175K builders cost plus 10% and refinanced at that, which would free 

up a large monthly amount of not having an extra $100k's in mortgage costs, this extra 

money each month would improve their lifestyles now and the future an ability to take 

those vacations each year, ability to buy the better food or better lifestyle and not saddled 

with all your best moments in life being wasted through lack of funds just to pay off 

mortgages, go out and enjoy life more, the extra spending will then go into the 

community and increase their lifestyles as well, the problem with economy currently is 

lack of flow of funds, as all of it is being funnelled into their ponzi schene system. for 

those that ask well I lost my home to foreclosure this is not helping me, may I remind you 

so did I, maybe there can be another proposal drafted in a later show to put them back in 

homes in some way, not necessarily original one, but comparable. 

 

 


